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Hearing that the old man asked himself to pick up Charlie, Brenden felt 10,000 reluctance in his heart.

But there was no way to be reluctant, even his cousin Jon Wade had compromised, how could he dare
to continue to resist.

Therefore, he can only honestly agree to it.

At this moment, the servant ran all the way to report: “Master, Master, Princess Helena is here.”

Jon Wade’s gloomy complexion eased a little when he heard that Helena was coming.

This princess Helena is Jon Wade’s fiancee and the princess of the Nordic royal family, Helena Iliad.

Although the Wade Family and the Iliad family have reached a consensus on marriage, after all, the
two have not been officially engaged. So out of courtesy considerations and fear that the paparazzi
media gossiping everywhere, the Wade Family did not arrange for Helena to live in Wade. Home villa.

After Helena came to Eastcliff, she stayed at the Shangri-La Hotel in Eastcliff, but during the day she
would often visit Wade’s house, and sometimes travel to Eastcliff with Jon Wade.

Jon Wade likes Helena very much, not only because Helena bears the title of the Nordic royal princess,
which gives him a lot of face, but also because Helena is a European beauty with an excellent image,
temperament and body.

At this time, a tall white girl with a white dignified dress and long blonde hair draped over her
shoulders like a waterfall stepped in.

Her skin is fairer than snow, with a gleaming luster, and her big blue eyes are as deep and moving as
the sea. The tall nose and thin red lips are like a piece of fine carving. Finely crafted works of art, no
matter their appearance or figure, are rare in the world.

Her appearance made the entire Wade Family Hui’s living room seem a lot brighter in an instant.

Helena is five years younger than Jon Wade, just twenty-four this year.

She is the eldest princess of the Nordic royal family and was originally the first heir to the throne, but
for some reason, she was later wiped out of the heir qualifications by the royal family, so she was used
to marry the Wade Family.

If she is still the heir to the throne, it is impossible for the Nordic royal family to let her come to Asia
to marry her, and she will definitely choose a prince who has no hope of inheriting the throne from
other European royal families for intermarriage.

Seeing Helena, Jon Wade immediately greeted him with a tender smile, and asked gently: “Dear, have
you had breakfast?”



Helena nodded lightly, and replied in very proficient Chinese: “I have eaten it.”

After finishing speaking, he looked at Lord Wade and said with a slight courtesy: “Hello, Mr. Wade.”

Then, hello to Jon Wade’s father Corran wade, third uncle Myles, fourth uncle William, and aunts
Cynthia Wade and Aaliyah one by one.

Seeing that she was so knowledgeable and reasonable, Lord Wade smiled with great satisfaction:
“Helena, you don’t actually need to be so at home, let alone call me Mr. Wade, just like him, just call
me grandfather!”

Helena asked a little embarrassingly: “I heard that according to Huaxia’s custom, it is necessary to
officially change after marriage…”

“Yeah!” Jon Wade’s father, Corran wade, couldn’t help but smile: “Helena, according to the custom,
you really have to change your mouth after you officially pass the door, but we don’t pay much
attention to it in private. Sooner or later, we will be a family. The change also seems closer.”

Cynthia Wade on the side smiled and said: “Oh, brother, you haven’t changed the bill for Helena, so
you want to let someone call you Dad first?”

Corran wade immediately said, “Even if you call now, you will definitely pay for the change of your
mouth!”

After finishing speaking, he looked at Helena and said seriously: “Helena, I have already discussed with
Jon’s mother. When the time comes to change the payment, we will each give you 18.18 million! US
dollars!”

Helena was a little frightened, and quickly said: “This is too much…Huaxia people say that there is no
reward for no merit, I…I…”
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